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ABSTRACT

the quality of life for in-home healthcare services [21].

Conventional weighting KNNs enhance the accuracy of label
selection by weighting the neighbors. In this paper, however, we
propose a novel weighting approach which weights the distances
to find the neighbors more accurately. We take importance of size
of classes and dispersity of samples into account for this purpose.
Moreover we use LDA that saves discrimination level of data for
reducing dimension of problem space. We show the effectivity of
our proposed method on PDMC-04 dataset to predict
physiological status of human subjects.

Sensed data of BSNs are time series of vital signs and
physiological bio-makers that can be used to monitor human
body. After collecting data of each patient, clinicians can
personalize clinical/home care [22]. Human body, from a
mathematical point of view, can be defined as a system and its
physiological behavior can be sensed and monitored in order to
predict the future status. Physical status prediction and task of
medical prognosis are related tasks, which use short-term
trajectory of physiological key indicators. Wearable sensor
networks [16] and implantable biosensors [1] are employed in
automotive pervasive monitoring of patients and/or for detecting
abnormal patterns of vital signs. Life-threatening abnormalities
fire medical alarms and notify physicians to decrease the response
time [15]. All these tasks are employed in clinical decision
support systems. Osherof et al. [18] define clinical decision
support system as software that “Provide clinicians, patients or
individuals with knowledge and person-specific or population
information, intelligently filtered or presented at appropriate
times, to foster better health processes, better individual patient
care, and better population health”.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H. 2.8. [Database Applications]: Data mining– Classification,
Prediction.
J. 3. [Life and Medical Sciences]: Health, Medical Information–
physiological status prediction.

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Physiological status; Weighted K Nearest Neighbor; Class
Dispersity; Linear Discriminant Analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, sensor-based monitoring has become a ubiquitous part
of modern life. Wide ranges of sensor usages, from surveillance
applications to healthcare monitoring lead to tremendous amounts
of data and very large databases. Collected data of sensor
networks can be used in modeling environments, systems or
events, and predicting their future behavior. Sensor arrays
generate sequential and large size flows of data that are tend to be
affected by several noise resources and should be cleaned before
using in any other processing step. Sensed data as output of these
networks can be used during modeling of dynamic systems and
predicting their future behavior. Body sensor network as a large
family of sensor networks are employed to sense several kinds of
physiological data like heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen
saturation and body temperature. Two main reasons that
encourage modern health-care systems to use BSNs are: (a) to
enhance the quality of in-site medical services and (b) to enhance
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Sleep apnea detection [5], prediction of acute hypotensive
episodes [8], fluid estimation [6] are samples of predicting a
physiological status based on sensor data in hospitals and
healthcare centers. Models of status prediction are basis of
medical decision support systems [12], intelligent monitoring [17,
22] and smart alarming [13]. Ever increasing requests for clinical
decision support systems and requirement of real-time automated
data analysis for very large in-hospital databases yield data
mining as an ideal candidate tool. Data mining, pattern
recognition and machine learning are tied up together. Data
mining adopt conventional methods of pattern recognition and
machine learning. Classification and clustering are popular
pattern recognition tools whether the data are structured (like
numerical, discrete and labels of bins) or unstructured (like
descriptive textual data of health records). Rokach and Maimon
[19] categorize classification methods as a child of prediction
methods in taxonomy of data mining methods. Classification
might be defined as the task of assigning sample vectors to one of
members of finite discrete set of categories (called classes). K
nearest neighbor, a typical lazy learner method, assigns class
labels of new records using common sense analogy, which is
provided by cross comparing of examples and all of their
neighbors and polling over labels of their nearest neighbors.
There are many extensions for kNN such as weighting kNN,
kernel based kNN [24], and density based versions [20]. Our
original idea comes back to change conventional weighting
approaches. In typical weighting extensions of kNN, weights are
applied on k nearest neighbors to enhance the accuracy of label

selection; we, however, weight the candidates before neighbor
selection to move up some of neighbors might not be selected
without weighting. We exactly aim at this problem by taking into
account the in-class distributions of samples that enhances
accuracy by applying weights before selection of neighbors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the background behind our proposed weighting
approach and our motivation for proposing it. In section 3 we
introduce our data representation framework. In section 4 we
describe our selected methodology. Section 5 includes dataset
description and a precise comment on experiment framework as
well as it shows the results of experiments. Finally, we present
our findings on experiments in section 6 to highlight conclusions
and discuss the results of comparisons.

2. MOTIVATION
Typical k nearest neighbor algorithms use distance measures to
find nearest neighbors of input data point and to classify it
according to their labels. Weighting-based kNN algorithms use
different strategies such as distance based weighting [7, 10] and
feature ranking [23] to consider the influence of features and
neighbors for labeling input data points. To the best of our
knowledge, what typical weighting methods do not consider is
distribution of neighbors in classes, while data points have been
dispersed in classes, especially when scatterness of samples near
class boundaries is high. Consequently, it is possible that a data
point which semantically belongs to ith class falls in jth class,
only because it is nearer to the jth class. This is our motivation to
propose effectivity-based weighting approach which takes into
account the effectivity of membership of a data point into a class
even though it is nearer to another class.
Larger classes may have more suspicious points in their
neighbors, and the probability of a data point (in boundary area)
as a member of a large class, is much more than its probability in
a small class, thus a neighbor from large class should have more
influence on labeling mechanism. Suppose that we have two
classes (say C1 and C2) and the distance between input data point
and a neighbor from class C1 is d1 and its distance from a
neighbor of C2 is d2. Let d1<d2 and C1 is smaller than C2. What
we are going to do is proposing a weighting approach using
effectivity measures so that w2d2<w1d1. That is, we propose a
weighting mechanism that adjusts distances regarding to class
importance. In other words, effectivity measures balance the
distances according to importance of neighbors and shrink the
small classes. The proposed weighting mechanism expresses the
effectivity of a neighbor in a class and the effectivity of the class
in the problem domain.

3. DATA REPRESENTATION
Following we introduce notations and definitions as well as
mathematical formulation of computing interestingness measures
used in our proposed effectivity based weighting kNN.

training set formed in the same way as defined for training set
with same set of labels except that elements of this version are
positive integer values. Large amount of records that are expressed
in small set of discrete values include many repeated patterns. In
order to categorize training set, all repeated patterns should be
extracted and recorded in a category set to express diversity of
patterns in dataset and classes.
Definition 1 (Category set). Category set is defined by keeping
only one instance for a group of repeated patterns, so its records
have same features as training set records but g records where g
<< n, i.e.
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Following SQL command shows categorization procedure.
Select *
From Discretized_Training_set
Group by x1, x2, x3,…, xp
We then compute frequency of each pattern in whole training set
as well as frequency of appearance in each class of labels.
Definition 2 (A-frequency matrix). Count of all instances of a
category Ci appeared in a specified class j is defined as in-class
A-frequency (Appearance frequency), fij. Consequently, count of
all instances of each extracted category in whole training set is
defined as total A-frequency Fi, i.e.
q

Fi = ∑ f ij

(1)
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A-frequency matrix includes total A-frequency and in-class
A-frequencies for all categories separately, i.e.
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Following SQL commands show the mechanism allowing us to
extract patterns and compute their total A-frequency, and in-class
A-frequencies respectively.
Select *, Count (*)
From Discretized_Training_set
Group by x1, x2, x3,…, xp

Let Xi , ( X i = 〈 x1 , x2 ,..., x p 〉 ), denotes each record of training set
as input data that can be shown by p-dimensional feature vector
and has an attached-element Li as annotated label. Labels are
selected from a q-size set of classes. While features in training set
are real continuous values, the discretization preprocess can be
applied to reduces numerosity of values and simplifies
computations for continuous variables. Discretized version of

Select *,count(*)
From Discretized_Training_set
Group by x1, x2, x3,…, xp
Where class=”i”
Imbalance distribution of patterns in classes leads to zero in-class
frequency values for some of patterns in category set. To avoid

division-by-zero during computations we use Laplace smoothing
to avoid these cases in calculations [14].

All distance measures are weighted by effectivity measures. Each
pure distance dij multiplied by the effectivity measure of category

Definition 3 (Appearance Probability Matrix). According to Afrequency values we compute appearance probabilities of
patterns. In this way, for each pattern record, we compute its
probability of it in all class labels separately i.e.

of its neighbor xj. xj belongs to category Ct, thus et shows the
interestingness of this neighbor throughout the domain of
problem.

f ij

prij =

(2)

n
These values indicate probability that each record belongs to
each category and its corresponding class label. The total Aprobability is computed from the total A-frequency of each
pattern divided by number of records i.e.
g

∑f
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A-probability matrix includes total A-probability and in-class
probability values for all of categories, similar to A-frequency
matrix.
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For searching nearest neighbors, we use weighted distances and
choose k neighbors with minimum weighted-distance to test
record. Weighting approach changes the sequence of distances
and lets some of neighbors to move up in array of neighbors and
push some of them down, simultaneously.

Table 1. Interestingness measures used as effectivity measures
Title

Formula

Shannon

ei = ∑ j =1 prij log prij
q

Gini

2

ei =

q q
q
∑ ∑ |prij − prik |
2 j =1 k =1

ei = q ∑ j =1 (q − i + 1) prij
q

Schutz

Definition 5 (Weighted distance). Let yi be a sample selected
from test set and xj is an instance record from training set. Let
d ij be the pure distance between yi and xj.
(4)

For each xj exists a pattern Ct in category set that is same as xj.

∃ C t ∈ Category set ⇒ x j = C t

Accordingly, weighted distance matrix includes distances between
all combinations of samples from training and test sets.

Lorenz

Seven different effectivity measures are defined similarly to [11].
These measures are employed during classic data mining methods
as interestingness measures but we utilized them in the new style
of using. Accordingly, for each effectivity measure we generate E
vectors, filled with values that are computed by formula shown in
Table 1. KNN algorithms are lazy learners that postpone the
computations until classification of test set. All formulated
processes as preprocessing phase for the training set needs to be
done on the test set. Test set data are continues too, so we define
discretized version of test set with same method that is used for
discretization of training set. Same as typical kNN algorithms we
compute distance between pairs of samples, and then we weighted
them according to our weighting approach to select nearest
neighbors.

d ij = dist ( yi , x j )

(6)

It might be worth reminding the reader that our algorithm uses
weighted distances for neighbor selection and do not postpone
weighting until labeling step like most of typical weighting
approaches.

Definition 4 (Effectivity Measure). Different effectivity measures
are defined based on described variables and u. let u=1/q be the
average probability for all (uniformly distributed) classes. Each
effectivity measure is a computed column of probability-based
interestingness measures for diversity of patterns in class labels,
like:

E<E −measure's name>

Dij = d ij × et

(5)
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4. METHODOLOGY
We employ two phases to predict the physiological status of each
record of test set. In the first phase, a feature extraction preprocess applied to reduce dimension of data set and the second
phase utilize our proposed weighted k-nearest neighbor classifier
to predict label of records. Development steps of phases are
described in details in next two subsections.

4.1 Phase I: Cleaning and Dimension
Reduction
Feature selection methods reduce size of data by eliminating
redundant dimensions of data. Most of these methods try to select
a representative column for a subset of correlated columns. Facts,
events, objects and human beings are observed by their attributes.
More features may model a target fact accurately or increase the

computational complexity without any improvements. Data
preprocessing step started with cleaning all rows with abnormal
patterns. Same process were done for test set data records, to
clean abnormal patterns, normalize values and quantize with same
specifications as like as training set. Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) is one of the most important methods from linear
dimension reduction methods. LDA discriminates data and saves
between class distances. Applying LDA on the training data and
transforming the feature space into a new subspace drop the
advantages of discrete data, so we use LDA with SRDA [9]
implementation in order to generate eigenvalues of feature matrix
and feature selection. Top nonzero eigenvalues and their
corresponding columns are selected for next step of our algorithm.
Choosing columns without transforming into new space saves the
delicate nature of discretization.

4.2 Phase II: Weighted kNN
Min-max is employed to transform linearly float values of
features into [0,1] range. Normalized data are quantized
uniformly to B bins. For each pattern total A-frequency and inclass A-frequencies are computed and smoothed to avoid zero Afrequencies. A-Probability matrix of patterns which is calculated
from A-frequency matrix is used in computing the interestingness
measures of patterns. Distance measures used in this paper are
Euclidean, complexity-invariant distance measure for time-series
[4] and edit distance. Using three distance measures leads to
compute three matrices of pure distances between all samples of
test set and records of training set. For each pair of data points,
we track the vector of training set sample in list of patterns and
use the effectivity measure of this sample’s category to adjust its
pure distance. Eight different interestingness measures, from a
wide area of applications were selected.
To consider the significance of larger classes, whenever it is
convenient, in cases which interestingness has inverse correlation
with size, we use inverse value of interestingness measures as
effectivity. Accordingly, total A-probability, Gini, Schutz,
Atkinson and Lorenz are inversed and multiplied by pure
distances. Shannon, Whittaker and Kullback measures are used in
normal form. For each sample of test set we choose k nearest
neighbors according to the proposed weighted distance approach.
It was pointed out earlier that the weights in our algorithm are
applied before neighbor selection phase of kNN. Label of each
test set sample is determined based on the major label of all
neighbors.

5. Experiments
In this study, we introduced a novel extension of weighted k
nearest neighbor algorithm. We conduct an experiment on a
physiological status prediction case to evaluate the effectiveness
of our proposed method. We select dataset of Physiological Data
Modeling Contest (PDMC) described in next subsection.

5.1 Dataset description
PDMC dataset is provided by Body Media™ Inc. and released as
contest subject dataset through physiological data modeling
contest at ICML04 conference. Body Media ™ provided a rich
dataset comprising several months of data from more than two
dozen subjects [2]. Records of dataset have sensed data of 5
sensors that measure raw data of body features including skin
temperature, heat flux, galvanic skin response, near-body
temperature and subject’s motion [3]. The subject’s motion sensor
generated 5 channels of raw data while other sensors generate

only one channel. In addition to sensors’ data two ordinal
characteristics for each subject are added. In sum, the raw data
contains 11 features. Data records are organized in more than
1400 time sessions and subjects determine their status during each
minute of time sessions [3]. All data records labeled with 58
physiological statuses. Physiological labels are classified in
different activity classes like walking, sleeping, watching TV, etc
[2].

5.2 Procedure of Experiments
To evaluate our proposed algorithm we randomly select 300
records of each human subject (from 18 subject) to generate
training set, contains 5400 records. Our sampled test set, as a
subset of general test set of PDMC-04, contains 1800 records. All
records in training and test sets are searched for abnormal cases
e.g. negative temperature and cleaned.
During PDMC-04
workshop, organizers asked participants to identify when a person
is participating in context-1 class of activities. All labels of
context-1 in training set are replaced with one and remain labels
from other classes are zeroed out. We normalize and uniformly
quantize training set records in 11 levels ([0, 10]) to generate
discretized version of training set.
SRDA method is utilized to extract eigenvalues of discretized
training set. Columns corresponded to top nonzero eigenvalues
are selected to form reduced discretized training set. Figure 1.
shows sorted values of elements of eigenvector of our training set.
Based on these values we choose five columns associated to
nonzero values.

Figure 1. Sorted values of elements of eigenvector of
our training set.
To this step, our discretized training set is reduced to a matrix
with p=5 features from 11 discrete features. In next step, we
categorize training set and extract different patterns out of 5400
records of reduced discretized training set. Category set matrix is
filled with g=929 records of 5 features. All instances of 929
categories in whole training set are counted to generate total Afrequency values of categories. All records are partitioned into
two classes (q=2). We counted all instances of categories that are
appeared in each class to generate in-class A-frequencies. Then
A-frequency matrix has 929 rows and 3 columns. Total/In-class
A-probabilities are computed by normalizing total/in-class Afrequencies. For all categories 8 vectors of effectivity measures
are calculated and form 8 vectors of size 929×1. Test set
preprocessed in the same way as training set preprocessed. Test
set normalized and quantized in 11 levels to discretize the test set.
Features that are selected to appear in reduced training set are
selected. Closeness of a sample from test set and a sample from

training set is measured by distance metrics thus, the first step in
kNN algorithms is distance computation. Distances for all
samples from test set and training set are computed based on the
formulation of distance metrics. We select three metrics and for
each distance a matrix of 1800×5400 elements are computed. To
weight distances, we search all 929 categories to find an instance
that is same as the sample of training set that is selected for
measuring the closeness. Each effectivity measure of found
category is multiplied by each of distances of the training set
sample that is belonged to this category to weight them. Three
distance metrics and 8 effectivity measures form 24 combinations
of weighted distances. For all these combinations 24 weighted
distance matrices are computed. Size of all weighted distance
matrices are same as pure distance matrix, i.e. 1800×5400. As we
commented before, we implemented kNN algorithm with k=3
(called 3NN). For each row of 24 weighted distance matrices we
select three samples with minimum weighted distances. List of
nearest neighbors is filled for every implementation of kNN with
size of 1800×3. Major label for each rows of nearest neighbors is
selected and assigned to that of sample.

Table 3. Accuracy rates for each effectivity measure and
different distance metrics.
Effectivity
Measure

Euclidean
Distance

ComplexityInvariant
Distance

Edit
Distance

Total A-Probability
Shannon
Gini
Lorenz
Schutz
Atkinson
Whittaker
Kullback

0.7239
0.7489
0.71
0.6772
0.7089
0.7311
0.6961
0.6917

0.7267
0.7344
0.7206
0.6911
0.7089
0.7383
0.7
0.6922

0.665
0.6467
0.7111
0.6967
0.7072
0.7067
0.695
0.695

5.3 Experimental results and discussion
To evaluate our method, we implement three versions of proposed
algorithm based on three distance metrics. The performance of the
proposed weighted 3NN was evaluated using accuracy criteria.
Baseline accuracy of k-nearest neighbor without effectivity
measures are presented in Table 2. Table 3 shows the accuracy
rates of all compositions of distance metrics and effectivity
measures.
Figure 2. compares weighted 3NN and baseline 3NN based on
Euclidean distance metric and different effectivity measures.
Figure 3. and Figure 4. illustrate baseline accuracy in comparison
with accuracy of our method for complexity-invariant and edit
distance metrics, respectively. Afterwards, we compare our three
implementations of weighted 3NN and show the results in Figure
5. Figure 2. and Figure 3. show that weighted 3NN implemented
using Euclidean and complexity-invariant distance metrics beats
baseline 3NN algorithm under all effectivity measures. Weighted
3NN with Euclidean/complexity-invariant distance metrics
performs the best under Shannon and Atkinson effectivity
measures. The worst results occur when weighted 3NN applied
Lorenz and Kullback effectivity measures. Weighted 3NN with
edit distance carries out better than baseline 3NN under most of
effectivity measures. Figure 5. show that weighted 3NN with
Euclidean distance performs a little better than weighted 3NN
with complexity-invariant distance measure. Euclidean distance
as parameterized distance metric follows complexity invariant as
a parameter free distance metric for time series. Figure 4 implies
that for small streams with small set of discrete symbols (e.g.
feature vectors) edit distance does not show meaningful difference
between examples, thus weighting approach cannot adapt
distances well.
Table 2. Accuracy rates of 3NN based on different distance
metrics.
Euclidean
Distance

Complexity-Invariant
Distance

Edit Distance.

0.6672

0.6828

0.6683

Figure 2. Comparison of weighted kNN and baseline kNN
with Euclidean distance metric under effectivity measures.

Figure 3. Comparison of weighted kNN and baseline
kNN with Complexity-invariant distance metric under
effectivity measures.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel weighting approach for general
k nearest neighbor based on the effectivity of classes in problem’s
space. Data categorization in training set were done based on the
fact that quantization of large amount of data records in small set
of bins leads to appearance of repeated patterns. Boundary points
are more likely to belong to larger classes than smaller classes.
Due to inverse relation between membership-probabilities of data
points and their distances from center of classes, effectivity
measures should decrease distances for neighbors of probable
classes.
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In our weighting approach records of training set are categorized
and their probabilities of appearance in classes were computed.
In-class probabilities were used in computing effectivity measures
of categories. Effectivity measures of categories are their
interestingness measures that reflect diversity of the category in
different classes. In addition to our contribution on weighting
calculation we applies weights before neighbor selection to move
up some of neighbors might not be selected without weighting.
Weighted kNN and baseline were implemented with three
distance metrics. Results show that our algorithm increase
accuracy of kNN and outline the baseline kNN by different
compositions of distance metrics and effectivity measures.
Accuracy rates of weighted kNN with Euclidean and complexityinvariant distance metrics are close together. Edit distance based
weighted kNN performs better than baseline kNN with same
distance metrics. Lower accuracy rate of Edit distance based
weighted kNN in comparison with other implementation relies on
low accuracy rate of edit distance in distinction of small strings
with small set of symbols. We plan to evaluate our proposed
algorithm on a set of benchmark datasets and multiple-label
datasets, in near future.
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